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Introduction 
 Have you noticed the days are getting longer?  Have you heard a few more birds 

chirping lately?  Just the other day my wife and I were walking in together from the car 

and I said, “Andrea!  Take a deep sniff.  What’s that smell like?”  SPRING!!  Folks, it’s 

March.  Spring is right around the corner – 70° days, tulips and daffodils, grilling out…  I 

love spring; it’s such an exciting time of year. 

 And to me the arrival of spring can only mean one thing – baseball season!  

That’s right; the Cubs started their exhibition games last Thursday.  Pretty soon we’ll be 

able to listen to Pat and Ron on AM 720 everyday.  When I think about that it makes me 

get excited.  If I’m getting depressed by the grayness and chill of winter’s last gasps I just 

think about green ivy, the crack of the bat, the smell of hot dogs… and my spirit’s rise.  

What other sport’s season spans 6 months and has a game virtually every day of the 

week?  I have to admit I find joy in baseball. 

 I also have to admit that sometimes during the summer I get up in the morning 

and look forward to the day because there’s a baseball game to listen to.  I read the sports 

section religiously for Cubs tidbits every morning.  If the Cubs lose, it can ruin a whole 

day.  I guess what I’m trying to say is that sometimes I find my meaning in life from the 

Cubs.  A baseball game brightens my day, makes me happy, gives me something to look 

forward to.  I go to small group and prayer meeting and pastor a church, but I also listen 

to a lot of Cubs games. 

 What does it for you?  We all need something to motivate us, something to get us 

out of bed in the morning, something to pin our hopes on, something to make us feel 

good.  We all search for something that helps us make sense out of life.  In order to keep 

on living you have to have something to live for. 

 Here are some common pleasures that fill this role in people’s lives: 

 

• Weekends/vacations – How many people do you know who ‘live for the 

weekends’?  Maybe you find it a bit easier to get up on Friday than on 

Monday.  Or maybe you surf the internet at work looking for exotic vacation 

packages.  You can make it through 2 more months of hum drum until you go 

to Hawaii. 

• Jobs – Some people go about it the opposite way.  Their job is their life.  They 

don’t know what to do with themselves on the weekends or on vacations.  
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Their identity is wrapped up in work.  Their purpose in life is to achieve.  

There is no greater joy than a promotion.  Long hours at work (or for students 

it’s studying) is the answer to the questions of life.  Millions of Americans can 

only find meaning in their careers. 

• Sex – This is the thrill of choice for our culture today.  Flip through the TV 

channels briefly and you’ll notice that our society worships sex.  A trip 

through the check out aisle at the grocery story reveals that everyone’s after a 

better sex life.  The elusiveness of a fulfilling sex life just forces people to 

search for more partners or new and crazier ways to liven it up.  Do you look 

to the pleasures of sex to make your life exciting?  If you’re single, is sex the 

thing you dream of, the prospect of marriage the be all and end all of life? 

• Shopping – Here’s another one.  Shopping.  Our consumerist culture has 

marketed stuff as the solution to boredom.  Feeling a little down?  Let’s go to 

the mall!  Once you’re there you’re bombarded by all the glitzy displays, 

bright lights, and pictures of gorgeous people wearing the new sweater that 

promises to make you happy… at least for the next week until the rush and the 

colors fade. 

• Other minor things – emails (I get a tiny rush when I turn on Outlook and 

have that ‘ding’ sound.  If I’m sitting at the table eating dinner and I hear that 

‘ding’ my eyes brighten and I’m drawn to the computer like Pavlov’s dog); 

food (how many times does your day revolve around your meals – “Ooh, I’m 

having Buffalo Joe’s tonight with the guys;” “I’m depressed, some ice cream 

would cheer me up.”); some people resort to drugs or alcohol (this is an 

extreme case, but some people literally live from one high to another; when 

they’re sober life is utterly pointless and unbearable). 

 

The point is: every single person has at least one, probably a certain combination 

of these things or things like them that they use to make it through life, to find some 

meaning amidst the meaninglessness, some joy amidst the joylessness.  Everyone!  If you 

don’t there’s no point to life.  So what do you go to to make you happy?  What keeps you 

keeping on?  Whatever it is we seek our happiness in is in some sense our god; it assumes 

the role of deity in our lives.  So most of humanity is polytheistic.  A little bit of sex, 

some alcohol, some time bowing to the television, membership in the Cubs cult; and 

some even throw in a little religion on the side to pick up where the other gods left off.  

What you get is the modern day pantheon. 

Some of you may be here today because you also want to give God a try or maybe 

you’re here to fill that religion slot in your life.  That’s why a certain ruler came to Jesus 

one day.  He was in pursuit of happiness as we all are and he wanted to see what the 

religious teacher Jesus could offer.  Luke relates this encounter to us because it contains 

an extremely important principle for gaining the happiness we all seek and it’s just this: 

you can’t have God on the side; he’s gotta be the main dish.  The way Jesus dialogues 

with this ruler masterfully leads us to this conclusion, causing us to reflect on ways that 

we have kept God on the side. 

 

Before we look at it in depth let’s pray… 
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The Impossible Command 
 In typical Lucan fashion we have an account related to us with the words, “A 

certain someone…” Here it’s a ruler who’s inquiring of Jesus.  The fact that he’s a ruler 

signifies that he’s an important person in society, a well-respected man, a holder of some 

form of civil office.  Jesus is approached by a cultural elite of the day.  Matthew tells us 

he’s young, but that probably means in his 20s or 30s so he’s not a pesky little child.  

Therefore the disciples had no objection to him coming to Jesus as they did the little 

children we saw last week.  He’s also upstanding, unlike the tax collector we saw earlier 

in the chapter.  In a sense he’s more like the Pharisee, only his title is governmental, not 

religious. 

 He asked Jesus, “Good teacher, what must I do to inherit eternal life?” (v. 18).  In 

other words, “I’ve sought power, fame, and status.  I’ve been successful at an early age, 

but I want to make sure I’ve got my bases covered with God.”  Remember, everyone in 

Israel during these days would have been at least nominally religious, every town would 

have been like a 1950s Bible-belt town in America where a cultural Christianity was 

lived by everyone.  It’s a genuine question he has; he’s not trying to trip Jesus up in any 

way.  He wants to know what to do to be a good Jew. 

 Jesus engages the ruler.  First he probes a little into the ruler’s ascription of 

goodness to him.  “Why do you call me good?  No one is good – except God alone” (v. 

19).  The ruler went a little overboard in his polite address of this religious teacher.  At 

that time the adjective ‘good’ among the theologians was reserved exclusively for God.  

And rightly so in a certain sense because only God is purely good; every man is tainted 

by sin.  So in a strict sense it’s false to call any human good. 

I see Jesus’ response here as a subtle way to get the ruler to think about the 

divinity of the man he’s approaching.
1
  It’s like he’s saying, “Hey wait a second.  You 

need to think a little more carefully before you throw that word around.  Are you sure you 

should be ascribing qualities of God to me?  I’m not going to tell you you’re wrong, but 

just think about it.”  As Leon Morris puts it, “He was inviting the ruler to reflect on the 

meaning of his own words.”
2
 

Well, Jesus does that and then quickly drops that line of reasoning and focuses on 

answering the man’s question, “[Okay now, about inheriting eternal life,] you know the 

commandments [Right?]: ‘Do not commit adultery, do not murder, do not steal, do not 

give false testimony, honor your father and mother’” (v. 20).  Do you see what Jesus is 

doing?  He’s artfully leading the ruler along.  The Ruler clearly has a works righteousness 

mindset, what we talked about extensively during last week’s sermon – the mindset that 

the Pharisee had in approaching God by saying, “Look God at what I’ve done and be 

pleased with me” (cf. vv. 11-12).  Likewise, the ruler comes to Jesus and asks, “What 

must I do, in the way of good deeds/works, to be right with God and obtain his favor.  

Give me a list that I can follow on my own.” 

Jesus plays into this by citing 5 of the Ten Commandments.  This was the OT top 

ten list.  These were the 10 big rules that summarized God’s expectations of his redeemed 

people living in the Old Covenant.  So Jesus says, “How are you doing at following the 

list that’s been given?”  “Oh, I’m doing that well,” the ruler replies.  “All these I have 

kept since I was a boy” (v. 21).  He’s a good list follower.  Give him quantifiable tasks to 

do and he’ll do them. 
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He’s about ready to leave feeling justified in himself, but “when Jesus heard this, 

he said to him, “[Not so fast.]  You still lack one thing.  Sell everything you have and 

give to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven.  Then come, follow me” (v. 22).  

He was pretty good at commandments 7, 6, 8, 9, and 5.  But he had forgotten about #1, 

the crux of what God deserves and demands throughout the OT and the NT – “You shall 

have no other gods before me” (Ex. 20:3; Dt. 5:7).  Which is summed up positively by 

the command – “Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and 

with all your strength” (Dt. 6:5). 

Jesus is saying it won’t work if you obey all the other commandments, but don’t 

love God above all else.  You can’t have God on the side.  Now the ruler didn’t really do 

the other items on the list perfectly.  First of all, nobody can.  Secondly, he didn’t do 

them with a right heart.  You see, whatever does not flow from faith is sin – it’s done 

with a prideful heart set on earning one’s own righteousness.  So it doesn’t even count in 

God’s eyes. 

He may have done pretty well legalistically, but the ruler had missed the key 

ingredient.  As I’ve been saying over the last two weeks – faith in God is the only thing 

necessary for salvation and it is the root from which obedience/fruit naturally grows.  

And faith is defined as a correct apprehension of the limitless mercy and unmatched 

glory, beauty, majesty, awesomeness, goodness, loveliness, power, splendor and infinite 

value of God and consequently delighting in, reveling in, treasuring, prizing, relishing, 

adoring, savoring who he is above all else.  You can’t do anything to inherit eternal life; 

you simply must have this kind of biblical faith. 

 Jesus saw through him.  He saw his lack of faith.  He knew the major idol of his 

heart, what captivated him and inspired him, what he relied on for his purpose and joy – 

it was his possessions, not his God.  So essentially what he said is, “If you want eternal 

life get rid of all your other gods and come follow me, the Good Teacher, 

wholeheartedly.”  The best test of whether you have another god before the God is – can 

you let go of it?  The ruler, “when he heard this, became very sad, because he was a man 

of great wealth.”  When it was merely a matter of dos and don’ts he was very 

enthusiastic.  Once he realized it was a matter of prizing God above all else, that is once 

he found out he could not just have God on the side, he became very dejected.  He 

couldn’t let go. 

So I ask, “Is there something you wouldn’t be willing to give up?”  Would you 

shake your fist at God if he allowed your house to burn down, your job to be terminated, 

your spouse/fiancé/girlfriend/boyfriend/child/parent to die, your car to get totaled, your 

body to get sick.  Do you insist on having other options to stake your hope on and find 

your joy in when nothing else seems to work?  Do you live your good little Christian life, 

but when you go home you pull out your idols and start playing with them, as if the one 

God is not enough? 

This is kind of like someone coming up to me and asking me, “Pastor Nathan, 

what must I do to have a good, rewarding marriage?”  “Well, you know the basics,” I say.  

“Spend time talking with each other, go on date nights, surprise your wife with gifts, help 

around the house.”  “I do all that stuff,” the person replies.  “Well, there’s one other thing 

– get rid of all your other mistresses on the side!!!”  All the other happy marriage 

checklists are completely useless if you don’t have a heart that’s set on your wife – loving 

her, forsaking all others. 
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God is a jealous lover (Ex. 34:14).  He will not share his glory with another (cf. 

Is. 42:8).  And rightly so because he’s the only truly glorious one.  You cannot have God 

on the side.  He demands all of you.  He must have the exclusive affections of your heart.  

For this man it was money and all the things that money can buy.  What is it for you?  

What do you go to instead of God?  Maybe it is money.  Maybe it’s something else.  

Jesus is saying to you today, “Give it up and follow me.”  Are you willing to do that?  

This rich ruler wasn’t, causing Jesus to remark on how hard it is to do, especially for the 

rich. 

“Jesus looked at him and said, ‘How hard it is for the rich to enter the kingdom of 

God!  Indeed, it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man 

to enter the kingdom of God’” (vv. 24-25).  This kind of faith that knows God to be of 

infinite worth and deserving of infinite devotion is difficult for sinful people, wired to 

rebel and seek satisfaction in worldly things.  Jesus says it’s even harder for sinful people 

who have lots of money.  The curse of blessing is that it makes you self-reliant – the 

complete opposite of what Jesus said last week was necessary for entrance to the 

kingdom, namely child-like dependence. 

Wealth is a handicap.  It’s false promises are alluring and hard to resist.  As a 

general rule it’s hard to do evangelism along the Gold Coast or Lincoln Park or South 

Loop or even University Village.  Rich people don’t care too much about the gospel 

because they are hypnotized by wealth and blinded to their spiritual poverty.  Where is 

Christianity growing and vibrant, for the most part?  Among the world’s poor.  Where’s it 

dead and dying, for the most part?  Among post-industrialized, wealthy Europe and 

America. 

It’s not like the poor are always open to the gospel either.  George MacDonald 

said, “It is not the rich man only who is under the dominion of things; they too are slaves 

who, having no money, are unhappy for the lack of it…. The money the one has, the 

money the other would have, is in each the cause of an eternal stupidity.”
3
  You can just 

as easily be poor and make money your god.  But as a rule of thumb, Jesus says, being 

rich is an extreme handicap in getting into the kingdom because it will cause you to seek 

security in money.  Are you rich?  Do you find security in your money?   

Jesus uses an outrageous illustration to communicate just how difficult it is.  It’s 

the famous camel-through-the-eye-of-a-needle quote.  Now if you’ve ever been fed the 

line that I heard growing up about there being a ‘Needle’s Eye’ gate in Jerusalem where 

camels would have to get down on their knees to shuffle through, put that out of your 

mind.  There’s no evidence to support it.  Jesus is using rhetorical shock to demonstrate 

the seeming impossibility for rich people to replace money on the throne of their lives 

with God.  It’s virtually impossible. 

 

The God of the Impossible 
 Not only does this perplex the ones listening because it means it will be hard to 

evangelize the rich, it throws them into a state of confusion wondering, “[If this is the 

case,] who then can be saved?” (v. 26).  You see, to them the rich were rich because they 

enjoyed special favor with God.  “If it’s easier for a one-humped camel to go through a 

sewing needle’s eye than it is for one of these people we all look up to for their virtue and 

godliness to enter the kingdom, then nobody stands a chance.” 
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 Well, Jesus certainly doesn’t agree with their equation of wealth with divine 

favor, but he doesn’t argue with their conclusion, that the requirement of loving God 

above all things, including money, makes it seem impossible that anyone could be saved.  

No other gods before God is an impossible command.  Well, praise God for v. 27!  

Here’s the good news.  Ready?  “Jesus replied, ‘What is impossible with men is possible 

with God.’” 

 Nothing, absolutely nothing is impossible with God.  What people can’t do is a 

cinch for the Almighty maker of heaven and earth.  God is able to do the impossible, like 

make two-humped camels go through the smallest needle.  He’s able to loose the bonds 

of money over Bill Gates’ heart if he wants to.  He’s able to reform and purify sinful 

hearts.  He’s able to rewire your spiritual taste buds so you stop having an appetite for sin 

that’s really chocolate covered poison so that you can feast on the delicacies of God’s 

glory as your main dish.  If it were left up to sinful man to love God, nobody would.  But 

God can make us do so.  So even faith is a gift (not a work) and God is completely 

sovereign to give it to the hardest of hearts.  Hallelujah!? 

Maybe you’ve been thinking this right now as we looked at the encounter 

between the rich ruler and Jesus, “Man, I commit spiritual adultery everyday.  I don’t 

love God with all my heart, mind, soul, and strength… I’m doomed!”  What do you do 

when you become convicted (by God, mind you) that you don’t have this kind of sold-out 

affection for God?  Well, you come before him humbly and you say, “God, have mercy 

on me, a sinner!”  And here’s the good news: God forgives you and can take your 

adulterous heart of stone and make it soft and faithful to him.  He is able and willing to 

ravish us with his beauty and open our eyes to his glory, and seeing it to delight in it! 

 Jesus didn’t see the rich man turn away in sadness and then run after him and say, 

“Whoa, whoa, whoa.  On second thought, I’m willing to share your devotion with 

others,” thinking to himself, “We could really use his money.”  No!  There is a 

temptation to water down the message.  Don’t!  Proclaim it and trust God to convert 

people.  As I was preparing to preach this message there was a temptation to temper 

Jesus’ demand – it’s too radical.  But that’s not the answer.  The answer’s not to lower 

the bar, but to keep the bar high and accompany it with the gospel message – God is able 

to convict you of your unfaithfulness, forgive you, and empower you to tear down the 

idols and find your joy more and more in him. 

 St. Augustine articulated this concept beautifully in his autobiographical 

Confessions: “And all my hope is only in your exceeding great mercy.  Give what you 

command, and command what you will…” In other words, “Command me to do the 

impossible and then by your mercy cause me to do it.”  He goes on to say, “For he loves 

you too little who loves anything else with you which he does not love for you.  O love, 

whoever burns and is never quenched!  O Charity, my God!  Enkindle me.  You 

command continence [in this context he’s referring to refraining from chasing after other 

gods]; give me what you command and command what you will.”
4
 

 Now I believe there’s only one God inspired, authoritative text – the Bible.  But 

I’d love to exegete and exposit that paragraph from Augustine for you.  There’s so much 

Biblical truth in there – we’re completely at his mercy and unable to work to please him; 

God commands that we love him with all our heart and then he gives us the heart to do 

so; if a person loves anything besides God that he doesn’t love because of God then he 

doesn’t love God enough.  That’s good stuff. 
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The Reward of Obedience 
 So let’s recap: Jesus gives an impossible command – you cannot have God on the 

side; he’s gotta be the main dish, he must have the exclusive affections of our hearts.  

Then Jesus tells of God’s ability to do the impossible – he is able to ravish our hearts and 

win our affections.  Finally we see how this happens in vv. 28-30 – through the promise 

of greater pleasure.  We’re not talking about exchanging a steak dinner for a side of 

cottage cheese.  We’re talking about giving up moldy, rotten, maggot infested, week-old 

leftovers laced with arsenic for a main course of ambrosia!  God is all-deserving and all-

powerful, but not just that… he’s all-satisfying!! 

 “Peter said to him, ‘We have left all we had to follow you’” (v. 28).  This 

statement could sound like Peter subscribes to a form of works righteousness – “Look 

what we’ve done, Jesus.”  He’s known for being bold.  We can’t take this to mean that 

Peter and the disciples are perfect.  We know that he ends up denying Christ three times 

later on in his life.  Even 6 verses later in v. 34 we see the disciples shown to have an 

imperfect grasp of things where it says, “The disciples did not understand [what Jesus’ 

ministry was all about.]”  Are we to think that he really, perfectly loved God and 

followed Jesus above all else? 

 Well, Jesus doesn’t correct him.  In fact, he seems to agree with him that he has 

exhibited the kind of devotion Jesus is talking about, the kind of devotion that the rich 

man could not bring himself to do.  When push came to shove, Peter left his boats, his 

nets, his home to follow this man claiming to be the bringer of the kingdom (5:11).  He 

did have an estimation of Jesus as being worth more than anything else.  He may still 

need to grow in his understanding.  He may still slip into the old mindset from before he 

met Christ from time to time.  He may still need to be corrected.  But God had shone in 

Peter’s heart to give him the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of 

Jesus Christ (cf. 2Cor. 4:6). 

 I say this because the example of Peter should give us hope.  If we insist on 

holding on to other gods like the rich ruler we cannot rightfully be called followers of 

Christ and thus members of God’s kingdom, heirs of eternal life.  However, if we have 

received a glimpse of Christ’s infinite value and demonstrate it by living for him it 

doesn’t mean that we will be perfect.  It will be a process of renewal, continued and 

steady growth in affection, clearer and clearer visions of God’s glory as he reveals more 

and more of himself to us for eternity, and deeper and deeper revelations of the idols of 

our hearts as grow in maturity.  As we feast more and more on the abundance of God’s 

house and drink more and more from his river of delights (cf. Ps. 36:8), we will have less 

and less and less of an appetite for junk food.  That’s the promise of God.  And he will do 

it. 

 He does it, as I’ve said, through the promise of greater pleasure.  That’s the gist of 

what Jesus says in vv. 29-30.  “‘I tell you the truth,’ Jesus said to them, ‘no one who has 

left home or wife or brothers or parents or children for the sake of the kingdom of God 

will fail to receive many times as much in this age and, in the age to come, eternal life.’”  

He finishes by going back to the initial topic of eternal life and he lists examples of 

certain items that can compete for our affections and prevent us from obtaining it.  But 

it’s not just future – give up the fleeting pleasures of sin now and you’ll get heaven in the 

end.  It would still be worth it if he were just saying that.  Heaven will be extremely good. 
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 But he also throws in the phrase “in this age.”  In other words, sacrificing certain 

illicit pleasures/forsaking other gods now will result in a greater pleasure now.  If you 

want substantial, deep joy now stop searching for it in weekends, vacations, work, sex, 

and stuff and find it in God.  You will not be disappointed.  In may mean making hard 

decisions: leaving a home in the suburbs for a home in the city, not getting married and 

having a family, being disowned by your parents.  But you will not be disappointed.  

There is a sweet pleasure that comes from fellowship with God and walking according to 

his ways.  He is the maker and ruler of all; he is not dull, or boring. 

 C.S. Lewis in a famous quote said this: 

 

Indeed, if we consider the unblushing promises of reward and the 

staggering nature of the rewards promised in the Gospels, it would seem 

that Our Lord finds our desires not too strong, but too weak.  We are half-

hearted creatures, fooling about with drink and sex and ambition when 

infinite joy is offered us, like an ignorant child who wants to go on making 

mud pies in a slum because he cannot imagine what is meant by the offer 

of a holiday at the sea.  We are far too easily pleased.
5
 

 

The pleasure of God is unparalleled and is available in this life and in the next.  The 

Christian life is not a life of stoic sacrifice, it’s the only way to live life to the fullest. 

 Now three quick caveats – (1) Following God cannot be construed as a means to 

an end.  If so the desired end is really your god and not the Lord himself.  Likewise, (2) 

following Christ isn’t pragmatic.  You may do what’s right and still get dealt a raw hand.  

Don’t give up on God.  Continue to submit to his will, even when it is hard, and you will 

be rewarded – in the life to come and in this life with the unspeakable joy and the peace 

that comes from being in the center of God’s will.  Finally, (3) don’t wander into 

asceticism.  You can still enjoy God’s good gifts of sex, work, leisure, and Cubs baseball 

if you use them as a means to worship and you enjoy them for what they reveal about 

God. 

 

Conclusion 
 The danger comes in giving our hearts to other things instead of God; seeking our 

fulfillment, joy, and meaning in something created instead of the Creator.  It’s so easy 

and natural to do.  On our own we are not inclined to delight in God.  In fact, it is 

impossible on our own.  But God has said it is possible for him to free us from idol 

worship and ravish us with himself.  He did that for Peter and the disciples.  He still does 

it today.  He can do it for you. 

Ultimately the Cubs will probably lose this season.  Even if they win the World 

Series they have to start over again next year.  Monday always comes and vacations go 

by fast.  Work can be consuming, stressful, and unfulfilling.  Sex fizzles and is never 

fully satisfying.  A day at the mall leaves you feeling drained and empty.  Emails are 

ephemeral; food is digested; drugs leave you lower than when you began.  But “the 

steadfast love of the Lord never ceases; his mercies never come to an end; they are new 

every morning” (Lam. 3:22-23a).  God is able to lead a stubborn, dehydrated horse to 

water AND make him drink. 
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Let us reflect on these truths as we prepare our hearts to remember the ground of 

our salvation, the event that made it possible for us to be forgiven in the first place and to 

be reconciled to our great and gorgeous God, the ultimate display of God’s glory and 

mercy – the Cross of Christ. 

 

Benediction 
To him who is [completely and with out a doubt] able to keep you from falling and to 

present you before his glorious presence without fault and with great joy – to the only 

God our Savior be glory, majesty, power and authority, through Jesus Christ our Lord, 

before all ages, now and forevermore!  Amen. – Jude 24-25 
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